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Coloring Life 
by Jean Glaraton 

 

“I wish I could color the world bright colors so there would be no more sadness.” 

 

This simple yet profound wish of a 7-year-old child—painted on canvas over a landscape 

drawing notably void of any color except grey—leapt out at me when I first read it back in March and 

has stayed with me all through Lent and into Easter. I found the words particularly poignant knowing 

how the young writer lived with physical challenges most of us cannot imagine. Yet he is a joy-filled 

person surrounded by family who love and lift him, having nurtured him with a deep and enduring 

faith. While my immediate response was to want to go back in time to tell that young boy how God does 

indeed quite literally color the world with bright colors, time and reflection have brought forth a deeper 

meaning.  

Seasonally, Spring comes after the long, dark, and grey days of winter. We are teased with peeks 

of color as the earth shakes off its dormancy and a new cycle of life begins. After enduring what for 

many of us is a cold, drab season—one which can make us want to “hunker down,” hibernate, close 

inward—we welcome each and every sign of warmth and color as a promise of the bright and vibrant 

days to come.  

Spiritually, Easter Sunday brings us from the sacrifice of Lent and despair of Good Friday into 

the bright light of the resurrection. New life bursts forth within us and around us. We see the full 

rainbow of color when we choose to know God, to have Jesus as our model of servant leader, and to 

recognize the Holy Spirit alive and well in our daily lives.  

God colors the world with beautiful, diverse human beings. The words on that canvas brought 

me to the realization of how life is so much more colorful when we fill it with strong faith, rich 

relationships, and diverse experiences that challenge our way of thinking and being. Only then does life 

become a complete tapestry. 

 
 

How are you experiencing new life in this Easter season? What are you seeking? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In what ways can you bring more color and light into your life and the lives of others? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Creator God, we have emerged from Lent into the joy of Easter. Alleluia! Give us eyes to see the color 
and brightness in our lives; ears to listen to others seeking new life through You; and hearts ever 
open to Your grace. In Your name, we pray. Amen. 


